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REVOLUTIONARY WARFARE

How To Tell When the Rebels Have Won
Eqbal Ahmad
As the chief conspiratorial group,
the Communists are believed to be
t.he most likely initiators and beneficiaries of revolution. It was this
attitude which led to the recent attempt to nip in the bud what was
construed as the Dominican Communist conspiracy. A logical extension of this theory is the belief that
any revolutionary movement is inspired, directed and controlled from
abroad. (2) The active sanctuaryfrom which guerrillas can smuggle
supplies and train their troops-is
in Vietnam.," 'wrote James Beston considered the primary factor in
in The New York Times, "nobody in their success. ( 3) The guerrilla
. Washington dare assume that the movement is believed to enjoy consame techniques will not be ap- siderable advantage because in the
plied in all Conununist rimlands words of W. W. Ros.tow , "its task
from Korea to Iran." This view is is merely to destroy while th e govbased on two assumptions and at ernment must build and protect
'least one serious misconception. It what it is building." ( 4) The civilian
assumes that the Vietnamese situa- population is considered important
tion is typical, histotically and po- for providing information and prolitically, of other unde~eveloped tection to the guerrillas; it is becountries, and that American policy lieved that civilian-guerrilla cooperatoward c')ther nations would be com- tion is enforced by terror. ( Dean
parable to tjie one pur_sued in Viet- Rusk, while complaining of the
nam. The misconception concerns . "gullibility of educated m en and
the nature of revolutionary war- their stubbo;n disregard of plain
fare.
facts," asserted that the Vietcong
America's , in,t erest in reqolution- "has no significant popular followary warfare began from a defensive ing . .. it relies heavily on terror.")
posture as a result of reverses in
Serious inquiry into other bases of
China, Korea, Cuba and Laos , and
guerrilla support and mass m obiliof protracted involvement in Vie tzation is t herefore deemed of no
nam. It was natural for its officials
great importance.
to be attracted more to the myths
Judging from the failure of
and methods of those who have had Washington's prophecies in Vietto defend themselves against guer- na m and from the policies followed
rillas than to an understanding of to elate, H would seem that these asthe causes and characteristics of sumptions represent the actual ofsuch a war. Americans are there- ficial view and cannot be dismissed
fore unable to avoid the psychologi- as myths consciously con structed
cal and political pitfalls ~f colon_ial for public consumption. Wrong
powers and Jeu_dal _regime_s like premises do not usually produce
France and Nat10nalrnt Chma . A right policies , and. these assumpsymptom of this negative posture is tions are, at best, h alf truths-credth at while recognizing "a bold n ew ible and misleading. ( Oliver Wenform" of warfare, governm~nt pub- dell Holmes once emarked that a
- lic ations , includin g the course books ' half truth is likE1' half a brick: it
of Fort Bragg, rejec t the term "revo- c;an be thrownf' considerable dis-luti_onary war" in favor of ol_d ten:is ta,nce. ) Studies i the fiel d of ;evowh1ch do not suggest the v1·tal d1s· lutionary wars
d my personal obtinction between revolutionary and servation of th Al gerian struggle
other types of guerrilla conflict .
lead to very dj 'ferent conclusions
The official American interpreta- which may be ~mmmarized as foltion of revolutionary w ar can be lows: ( 1) Revolu tion aries consider
summarized as follows: ( 1 ) It is mass support th ~ primary condi tion
essentially a technical problem, i.e ., for their success; winning and maina problem of plotting and subver- taining populaj su pport rem ains
sion on ithe one h a11d and of i'ntelli- their central of ie~·t }ve throughout
gence and suppression on the other. the strugg,1e.
/e requirements
Vice President Humphrey expressed
the national concern over guerrilla
warfare recently when he spoke of
this "bold new form of aggression
which could rank with the discovery of gunpowder" as constituting
the "major challenge to our security." . It is · '1ewed ~s the lates.t
weapon in t;he Communist arsenal
with Vietnam as its testing ground
[see "Goliath and th~ Guetrilla," by
Eric .Hobsbawm; The Nation, July
19]. ;,If guerrilla tec~9ues succeed
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of guerrilla war, as well as the history of its failures and successes,
confirm the primacy , of political
facto rs in such a conflict. ( 3 ) Popula r support for the guerrillas is
predica ted upon the moral alienation of the masses from the existing
government. The revolu tionaries'
chief aim is ,to activate and perpetuate the moral isol ation of the enemy
regime until such isolation has become total and irreversible . ( 4) The
conditions leading to revolutionary
wars arc not created by conspiracy.
They are partly inherent in a situa·tion of rapid social change, but th e
ou tbreak normally results mainly
from the failure of a ruling elite to
respond to the challenge of modernization. ( 5) A revolutionary
guerrilla movement concentra tes on
"ou tadministerin g," not on "outfightin~" the enemy. This is a constructive and n ot simply a destructive undertaking. ( 6) The use of
terror by guerrillas is h ighly selective ; it does not constitu te the main
reason for the favor able reaction of
the masses to their cause. (7) The
ex ternal sanctuary has greater psychological and diplomatic than :military or political value to th e guerrillas. A discussion of these points
follows .
Organizers of guerrilla warfare give prime attention, in practice no less than in theory, to the
human factor . T . E. Lawrence (of
Arabia ) spoke of guerrilla war in
terms of ".the algebraic element of
things, the biological elem,ent of
life, and the p11ychological element
of ideas ." In other words, although Lawrence's goals were essentially military, milit ary considerations constituted, for him , only onethird of the problem of organizing
and sustaining guerrilla troops .
When Tito was told of the exceptionally unfavorable terrain in the
region of Srem ("the area is level
as the palm of your hand . . . and
with little fore sts'.') he rem arked.
"What a first -cl ass example i,t is of
the relative unimportance of geographical factors in ,the development of a rising. The basic factor
is studious poli tical w9rk . the a ttitude of the m ass of people. and the
fighting leadership-if these are
present the popul ation would fight
to· the las,t man." Mao Tse-tung

states. "Because guerrilla warfare
basically derives from the masses
and is supported by them , it can
neither exist nor flourish if it separates itself from their sympa thies
and cooperation ." This belief in the
need to command popular support
governs the movement through all
stages of its development.

History confirms the sovereignty of the human factor in
revolutionary warfare. While shying away from the wars that were
"lost," American military analysts
are prone to cite cases of successful
an-ti-guerrilla oper 4 tions. A heavy
favorite-the British "counterinsurgency" in Malaya-is faithfully imitated in Vietnam. (Sometimes too
faithfully, as in the case of the
strategic hamlets program launched
in April, 1962.) But comparisons
with Malaya are fallacious , because
there the guerrillas were at a severe
disadvantage. Their support was
limited to a minority of 423,000
Chinese squatters, who were ethnically distinct from and distrusted
by the majority of Malays, and popular grievances were not ;icute
enough to make the guerrillas look
like liberators to the Malay peasants.
Furthermore, the British acted
quickly to remove the grievances on
which the rebellion was based. Even
then it took thirteen years and a
total of 260,000 soldiers and police
(80,000 British, 180,000 Malays)
to put down 8 ,000 guerrillas ( a ratio
of 30 to 1 ) . Another success story,
the joint U.S.-Philippine victory
over the Huks, is less frequently
cited because of its embarrassing
aspects. The Huk movement collapsed dramatically when Magsaysay convinced the peasants of his
will and capacity to introduce reforms. However, the promises made
to them were not kept and the Garcia administration witnessed a resurgence of guerrillas. · In April,
1962, Macapagal swallowed his embarrassment and ordered a mop-up
operation in Central Luzon. According to the latest reports, guerrilla
strength in the Philippines -is increasing.
The Algerian revolution, the least
studied in this country ·though it
comes closest to the Vietnamese
situation, had actually been crushed
militarily but had won politically
when de Gaulle negotiated independence. By 1961, the guerrillas
had been reduced to some 5,000 and
their ability to engage the French
at will ha'd markedly declined. But

France faced a sullen Algerian pop- tionary warfare are not created
ulation that it had conquered but by conspiracy. They are inherent in
could not rule. The F .L.N. was de- th 2 dislocations and demands profeated in the field, but it continued duced by rapid social change, and
to outadminister and "illegitimize" are predica,ted on <the failure of
ruling elites to respond to the chalthe French.
Why did the Algerian peasants lenge of modernization. The presrisk, for seven remorseless years , su.res for change in the political, ecotheir lives, the honor of their ncmic and social relationships of
women, and the security of their the past . inevitably lead to a conpaltry
belongings?
Nationalism frontation with those whose interalone could not explain their vio- es ts lie in the maintenance of the
lent and resolute rejection of French status quo. In countries and colorule. In no other colony, except nies whose rulers are willing to abIndo-China, did the movement for dicate their monopoly of power and
independence take so violent a turn. p:-ivileges, where genuine reforms
And why did not the peasants re- ar~ introduced, and new institutions
spond earlier to the militants' calls begin to provide for a sharing of
to arms? The answer comes from power and responsibility, the change
one of the historic chiefs of the Al- is effected in an orderly (if not engerian revolution. The time was not tirely - peaceful) and democratic
"ripe," he . said. "These events occur manner. But when a ruling class
where foreign rule is resented, resists reforms ( which invariably
where acute grievances exist and mean reduction in its power and
institutional channels for ventilat- privileges), its confrontation with
ing and. satisfying them are ineffec- the new political forces becomes increasingly violent. A regime unwilltive."
Peasant rebellions had occurred ing to satisfy popular aspirations·
in past years of famine and high begins to lose legitimacy; revolutaxation, but these spontaneous and tionary forces deliberately accelperiodic disturbances, as expres- erate ,this process, by weakening the
sions of frustration over social and efficacy and cohesion of the ruling
economic conditions, are not a suf- elite, and by giving form, to the
ficient condition for guerrilla revo- amorphous revolutionary conflagralution. "Revolutionary warfare does tion. In the competition for leadernot require simply discontent among ship which often takes place in this
the masses but a sense of despera- volatile situation, non-Communist
tion and a grim determina,tion to revolutionary . groups are handiend injustice and humiliation. It de- . capped by several faotors , the most
mands patience with prolonged suf- important of which are the attitudes
fering, and a determined conspiracy - and policies of Western powers. By
supporting the defenders of the old
of silence, and militancy."
order,
a great nation like the United
A people can summon up that
resolution only if they feel morally States weakens the fighting power
alienated from their rulers. "The of the democratic forces , drives the
success of a revolutionary war is cold-war neutralists to seek the help
predicated upon the continual and of the Communists, and gives the
increasing moral isolation of. the latter new heroes and martyrs.
enemy. When it becomes total the
· Once· a revolutionary movewar has been won , for the population wiU then fight to the last man." ment enters the guerrilla phase its
Later, other Algerian leaders told central objective is to confirm, per· me. they had spent more effort fight- petuate and institutionalize the
ing the French promises of eventual moral isolation of the enemy by proindependence and reforms than viding an alternative to the disfighting the military. The Algerians credited regime through the creabecame increa. ingly alienated from tion of "parallel hierarchies." The
the French as the latter increased major task of the movement is not
their military e~ort, which in revo- to outfight but to outadminister the
h~ti~mary w~~r m~ans large-scale government. The main target in
killing of c1vili s (1f for no other this bid is the village , where the
reason than bee use the guerrilla majority of the population lives, and
is undistinguish able· .f'rom other where the government's presence is
peasants), and the F.L N. became often exploitative ( collection of
more confident
winrung not the taxes). Here the chief and his counmilitary battles b t the re"olutionary cil are the main link between the
people and the government. Breakwar..
·
The conditions leading .to revolu- ing this link demands careful plan-
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ning, organization and hard work.
The government is systematically
eliminated from the countryside by
the conversion or killing of village
officials, who are then controlled or
replaced by the political arm of the
movement. The rebels must then
build an administrative structure to
collect taxes, to provide some education and social welfare, and to
maintain a modicum of economic
activity. A revolutionary guerrilla
movement which does not have
these administrative concerns and
structures to fulfill its obligations
to the populace would degenerate
into banditry. The official American view that .t he guerrillas' tasks
are easier because they oply destroy
contradicts the findings of those
who · have studied and observed
these movements. During -this phase,
military confrontation is normally
avoided , and th':! 80Vernment also
treats . assassinations as a police
problem , and ascribes nonpayment
of taxes to ·a dministrative lags, bad
harvests, etc. The Vietcong is known
to have gained control over 70 per
cent of rural Vietnam during 195760-a period when Americans were
presenting Uncle Diem as a rival
of Uncle Ho and were going around
saying: . "Look, no Vietnamese army
units are attacked. Therefore, there
is no guerrilla threat."
Most compelling, but also most
self-defeating, is the myth that terror is the basis of civilian support
for the guerrillas. Guerrilla warfare
requires a highly committed but
coven ci.vilian support which cannot be obtained a t 13un point. Only
degenerate and defe ated guerrillas
are known t '.J ha}1e 1isked the loss of
mass support by terrorizing civilians
(some Huk and Malayan die-hards
were reduced to it) . An outstanding feature of guerrilla training is
the stress , on scrupulously "correct
and just" behavior toward civilians.
Political work, believes General
Giap, is "the soul of the army," and
a Chinese guerrilla expert explains
that "army indoctrination is primarily aimed at training the troops
to act in such a way that they will
grun this total support [of the people]." Guerrilla use of terror, therefore , is sociologically and psychologically selective. J.t strikes those
who are popularly identified as the
"enemy of the people" -officials,
landlords and the like.
Ki114ig a village chief, however,
is often a more complicated affair.
Since most chiefs are local farmers
who command legitimacy . and Joy-

alty through tradition and kinship,
the militants ideally want to persuade them in:to the movement.
When that fails, it takes painstaking political work to engineer their
assassination and to prepare the
villagers to accept it. In the early
years of the Algerian revolution it
took the F.L.N. from two months
to a year to kill a village chief without incurring the liability of public
hostility, and that was an anticolonial war. I was, therefore,
amazed to learn that in Vietnam,
about 13,000 local officials were
killed between 1957 and 1961. Professor Bernard Fall gives a simple
explanation: These chiefs, as appointees of Diem, had little legitimacy compared with the Vietminh
cadres who had liber ated the country from France. Furthermore, the
local officials became involved,
along with the Am~rican-cquipped
and trained arm y, in the sordid business of restoring the landlords who
had fled the country during the war.
(A de facto land reform was
achieved under the Vietminh.)
These absentee aristocrats even demanded eight years worth of back
rent, covering the period from 1945
to 1954. Before the war, the rent
pad been 50 per cent of the yield ;
the peasant was thus required to
pay 400 per cent of his produce and
to surrender his rights to the land!
The Vietcong had no problem preparing them to accept the killing of
officials engaged in such wm·k.
Terror is also used to ir.sure survival of the militants aud
of the movement. Rob2rt KteiJ1.1an
of The New York 'Times (May 3,
1965) informs us that in Vietnam's
"contested are as, with 40 per cent
of the popula tion , Saigon usually
gets cooperation by day and the
Vietcong by night-because that is
when their troops and officials are
present. It is an old Asian custom ."
I was amused by the last sentence,
for I kno~ it is not our custom, but
a universal practice of guerrilla
warfare. The population must :seem
at least neutral if it. hopes to escape full enemy treatment from
government troops. Rebel troops and
officials do not arri've at night from
"somewhere in the mountains"; they
are present during the day, too,
and often lead the show of obedience to the gover'nment. At night,
the loyal peasant turns into a guerrilla and all know bim as such. To
insure that the p.-:,pular conspiracy
of silence develo1
no seams, ex-

e~plary punishments are given to
those suspected of having informed.
Second-degree terror, which normally does not result in killing, is
used to sabotage the government's
belated effort to gain populat support. Government schoolteachers
and health workers are favorite targets of kidnaping and indoctrination . In June, 1962, a South Vietnamese . · UN · observer informed
UNESCO that the Vietcong had
kidnaped more than 1,200 teachers; the government's malaria-eradication campaign collapsed after
twenty-two health officers had been
killed and sixty kidnaped . Guerrilla
sabotage normally guards against
causing too much hardship on the
population and long-range damages
to the economy. Industry and even
foreign-owned
plantations'
are
spared if they pay their "i:axes" to
the li'!,c.ration front . And they normally do so when the govern ment
is unable to protect them. (In Vietnam the large European rubber
plantations, Michelin, SitPH, Terres
Rouges, resisted for a while, but
started paying taxes to the Vietcong
after their French supervisors were
kidnaped. )
·
It is difficult to say at what point
the moral isolation-of a government
becomes total and irreversible, so
that no amount of promises and reforms ·would restore the lost confidence and reduce the peoples' resistance. In Algeria, 2.t least, · the
point seems to have been reached
when the French were reduced to
torturing ar.d killing ·d vilians and
to "regrouping" the population.
Many Algedan lead.,rn believe tha1.
their revolution becam e irreversible
at the moment of Fran ce's greatest
military victory - General Massu's
conquest of the Casbah ( the Muslim,
section of Algiers was reduced to
rubble during 1957-58). . Fran ce
could no longer expect the con fidence, much less the loyalty, of a
people it was destroying indiscrimina:tely, albeit unwillingly and despite itself.
The desertion of the intellectuals
and moderates often signals, not so
much the irreversibility of a revolutionary war, but its take-off. Intellec tuals, especially the Asian variety,
are a democratic, liberal group, w;ho
view organized violence with distaste. Somewhat alienated from
their culture, Westernized and cifycentered, they distrust the peasants
but desire an improveme~t of their
condition. When an armed revolution breaks out, they are likely to

play in the middle, hoping to get
some reforms under way by using
the armed threat as a counter for
bargain ing. They begin to go on
exile or to defect to the rebels after
the failure of the regime and the
success of the revolutio:u. become
imminent.
The defending army's pressures for conventional ·attack on an
external sanctu ary is yet another
sigh that a revolutionary w ar has
bean lost on h om e grounds. In revolutionary warfare , armies trained
for conventional combat follow a
vicious logic of escalation, which

derive,, from acut::: fn1stration over
.~n elusivr: war that puts in question
" ~'' onl ) t11d.r eH:cctiven ess but the
-. ,, , ,; ·,z!ice t< ' d ' ,htir ff:'lining an d
. :.,:. . :do ,; . :'.'vlm t.over the morale
' '..·!':,re ·cirn ;,i -:,;·1::lien f'ann ot be
.1 ;:r~;}.:.n ~d ',;" · 1 ,oy kno\•, they a ·e
.· ::..~t,i,"1r~ 8 non:la :r ret.dlion. Hence
th,~ Cu!np,,)sion tG believe that behind the p opular beh avior Hes the
terror of an a...>ni.y trained , equippe d
and directed by a foreign power,
a nd the wish to draw the enemy
into open ba ttles. Since reprisals
ag~nst "the popula tion fail to produce tht desired resu1t, carrying the
war to a sovereign nation becomes
the oncy road to a conventional
showdo~. In Algeria this demand
led to French participation in the
invasion of Suez, then to the bom bing of the Tunisian bor der town of
Sakiet Sidi Youssef, and produced
a succession of army r evolts, the
last of which destroyed the Fourth
Republic. Had the French Government succumbed to these pressures,
France wow<l have been tile first
poV(er to violate the international
practice of res~c ting the rights of

sanctuary-a principle that was observed in Kor ea, Greece , Cyprus and
Malaya.
The importance of an active sanctuary should not be underestimated,
although it is not essential to guerrilla success. In Cuba, Yugoslavia
and China the revolutionaries did
not have active sanctu aries. In
Burma and to a lesser extent in
Greece , sanctua1ies proved of limited value. Politically and militarily,
revolutionary guerrillas are , by and
large, a self-sustainin g group who
can go on figh ting indefinitely even
if infiltration from across the border
stops. External help , however, has
great psychological and diplomatic
value. In a war of attrition, there
can be no decisive victory over a
strong foreign enemy. At best, one
hopes to inflict on it heavy losses ,
_tire it out and, th rough interna tional pressure , force i t to negotia te
withdrawal. Ex,ternal hdp is important in in ternationalizin g guer rilla demands, and keeps alive the
hope of libera tion. When a r evoh1,
tionary army loses an ally, it loses
not so much military support ; it
loses hope. When the world is not
watching, when the fear of diplomatic sanctions and ,t he threat of a
widened war are absen t, a foreign
power- t:rapped in counter-guerrilla
operations is likely to make the
final and the only move that may
"win" -i:t starts to commit genocide.

In Vietnam, the signs are clear.
The South Vietnamese regime has
no legitimacy, and no government
backed by a Western power can
hope for popular support in a country where the Communists have
capit.a lized on the nationalist appeal of restoring independence and
unity, and where the pro-Westen1
leaders have been ·Bao-Dai, Diem
and the musical-chair generals. The
massacre of civilians began as early
as 1960 (not counting the earlier
repressive measures of the Diem regime ), as attested by reputable
scholars and even a former Chief
U.S. Military Adviser ( Lt. Gen.
Samuel T . Williams; see U .S. News
& World Report, Nov. 9 , 1964 ) . It
has since escalated. The intellectuals and moderates have deserted
or defected. And North Vietnam -is
subjected to daily bombings. Amer•
h.:a and its South Vie tnam ese allies
h ave lost the revolutionary war becau :,e they could :i1ot win the sup-·
por t of the Vi1ctnamese people, and
now th eir m or e.~ isolation is total.
..Eqbal Ahmad, a Pakistani citizen, is
assistant professor at the School of
Labor and Industrial Relations. Cornell University
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Finally, the assum ption that
a guerrilla outfit , like a conven tionctl
army, c an be controlled and com manded by a fo:s·eigi or externaily
ba~ed government , igr .)res th 2 organizational, psycholo 5i c3l and poiitical facts of revolution ary ,vu fare .
The distrust of the "home based"
guerrillas , even for th eir ovvn govenunent in exiie, cannot be overstated . The r esourceful and tough
"interior" leaders and cadres who
face .the enemy daily, collect taxes ,
administer, m ake promises and give
hopes to the population are not
easily con trolled from abroad and
make suspicious, exacting and hard
to-please allies. Therefore, zone comm ander s and political commissars
are, for the most p art, monarchs of
what they surv,ey. As a group, they
are joined togf1ther by shared eiperiences, by a <':ommon mood which
is ·d~fi_ant an~ /lnsul~, by a sh~ed
susp1c10n of ')lolitic1ans and diplomats over theI\~" selling them out,
and by a coll (i~tiv will to defy a
settlemen t tha is not of their mak-

ing.
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